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TURNER BROADCAST SYSTEM, INC., 
and BETH KARAS 
 
                              Defendants. 
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: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
 
 
December 3, 2012 

 

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’  
MOTION TO DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM  

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Plaintiff’s opposition is more significant for what it omits than for anything 

it says.  Plaintiff does not—and cannot—dispute that he was convicted of 

murdering Martha Moxley, or that testimonial evidence at his trial established 

through plaintiff’s own admissions that he left his DNA – i.e., his sperm – at the 

scene of the crime.  See Def. Mem. at 5-6.  Instead, plaintiff’s theory is that 

defendants damaged his reputation by falsely stating he was convicted on “hard, 

unfeeling and scientific evidence,” rather than specifying that he was convicted 

on the testimonial evidence of multiple people to whom he admitted having 

masturbated at the scene of the crime.   

The law has long refused to recognize a claim for libel based on such 

attenuated theories of reputational harm.  Plaintiff’s contention that defendants’ 
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alleged misstatement implies his guilt, when a jury has already convicted him of 

murder, cannot support a libel claim.  Plaintiff’s arguments contradict well-settled 

law in multiple respects, and his complaint should promptly be dismissed with 

prejudice.   

ARGUMENT 

THE OPPOSITION FAILS TO ESTABLISH A VIABLE CLAIM FOR LIBEL 

A.  Plaintiff is a Public Figure and the Challenged  
Statements Involved a Matter of Public Concern 

Plaintiff argues that he should not be considered a “public figure” and, 

because his trial and conviction happened eleven years ago, it is no longer a 

matter of public concern.1  He is wrong on both scores.  

It is black letter law that “a prisoner becomes a public figure by virtue of 

his crime and subsequent trial,” and “remains a public figure during his 

imprisonment or until he has ‘reverted to the lawful and unexciting life led by the 

great bulk of the community.’”  Travers v. Paton, 261 F. Supp. 110, 117 (D. Conn. 

1966) (citing Restatement (First) of Torts § 867, cmt. c).  See also Fuller v. Day 

Publ’g Co., 2004 WL 424505, at *5 (Conn. Super. Ct. 2004) (plaintiff involved in 

high profile criminal case was a limited purpose public figure for purposes of 

article written about her); Zupnik v. Assoc. Press Inc., 31 F. Supp. 2d 70, 72 (D. 

Conn. 1998) (wife of man accused of numerous allegations of criminal conduct 

was also a public figure as a result of husband’s notoriety). 

                                                
1 Plaintiff blames the “media” for dragging him “into the public eye against his 

will.”  Opp. at 12.  Of course, he conveniently elides the fact that his own actions, for 
which he was prosecuted and convicted, brought him into the public eye. 
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Nor does the passage of time defeat the legitimate public interest in 

reporting on his conviction and punishment.  Plaintiff concedes that his murder 

trial was a matter of intense public concern (Opp. at 12); the fact that eleven years 

have passed since his conviction does not remove the ongoing public interest.  

See Sidis v. F-R Publ’g Corp., 113 F.2d 806, 809 (2d Cir. 1940) (former child 

prodigy, who had “cloaked himself in obscurity” was still a public figure decades 

later because his “subsequent history” was a matter of public concern); Jones v. 

New Haven Register, 763 A.2d 1097, 1099 (Conn. Super. Ct. 2000) (a public figure 

in the 1970s who then lived a life of “relative obscurity” remained a public figure 

in 1996).  This is particularly so given that plaintiff has continued to dispute his 

guilt throughout this period, and has pursued “various legal remedies 

challenging and appealing his conviction via post conviction remedies available 

to him.”  Opp. at 2.  On the eve of his parole hearing, id., plaintiff cannot seriously 

dispute that his trial and conviction remain matters of public concern.  See 

William L. Prosser, Privacy, 48 Calif. L. Rev. 383, 418 (1960) (“There can be no 

doubt that one quite legitimate function of the press is that of educating or 

reminding the public as to past history, and . . . the revival of past events that 

once were news, can properly be a matter of present public interest.”). 

Plaintiff’s citation to Wolston v. Reader’s Digest Association, Inc., 443 U.S. 

157 (1979) does not alter this analysis.  In Wolston, the Supreme Court found that 

plaintiff – who was charged with failure to respond to a grand jury subpoena and 

given a one-year suspended sentence – was not a public figure because he 

achieved “no notoriety and assumed no role of special prominence in the affairs 
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of society [because of his crime].”  Id. at 165.  Here, in contrast, plaintiff was 

convicted of murder in a highly controversial prosecution and at a highly public 

trial.   

As demonstrated, if plaintiff is a public figure or the report involves a 

matter of public concern, under controlling law plaintiff must plead and prove a 

material falsehood causing more than incidental reputational harm in order to 

establish a claim for libel.  See Def. Mem. at 9-14.  He has not done so. 

B. The Complaint Fails to Allege A Material Falsehood  

Plaintiff cannot meet his legal burden to allege a material falsehood if the 

statement he challenges to be defamatory is substantially true.  “Substantial 

truth” means more than “the opposite of ordinary ‘falsity’”, as plaintiff contends.  

Opp. at 7.  Rather, minor errors in a report are not actionable so long as the 

‘“main charge, or gist, of the libel is true.’”  Strada v. Conn. Newspapers, Inc., 477 

A.2d 1005, 1009-10 (Conn. 1984) (citation omitted).  Courts thus routinely dismiss 

cases such as this one, where the reported facts allegedly differ from the literal 

truth, but not in any way that has a material impact on the defamatory sting of the 

statement.  See Def. Mem. at 11-13 (citing cases).   

Plaintiff has no answer to any of the dispositive authority presented by 

defendants, and so he simply ignores it.  At the same time, his opposition leaves 

no doubt that plaintiff’s claim rests entirely on his allegation that defendants 

falsely reported the type of evidence that placed him at the scene of Martha 

Moxley’s murder (scientific versus testimonial).  Plaintiff alleges precisely the 

sort of subsidiary error with no material impact on reputation that courts 
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repeatedly have held not to state a cognizable claim for libel.2  See Def. Mem. at 

11-13 (citing cases).  The quality of the evidence that convicted him does not 

have a material impact on the damage to plaintiff’s reputation from being 

convicted in the first place.  Whether the testimony established that plaintiff 

admitted leaving his sperm at the scene, or that his DNA was found there through 

scientific testing, does not alter the defamatory sting of the statements at issue:  

Evidence established plaintiff’s presence at the scene on the night of the murder. 

Nor is plaintiff aided by contending that the challenged statements accuse 

him of unspecified “acts of moral turpitude,” Opp. at 14, and “lewd conduct,” 

Opp. at 17, and thus constitute an “additional actionable harm” which is not 

“subsidiary” to the thrust of the Report placing him at the scene of the murder.  

First, it is undisputed that the prosecution introduced evidence establishing that 

plaintiff admitted to several individuals that he masturbated in a tree outside 

Martha Moxley’s window on the night she was murdered.  See Stracher Decl., Ex. 

2.3  The gist of this evidence, recounted in the Report, is that plaintiff was present 

                                                
2 According to plaintiff, his complaint alleges sufficient injury to reputation 

because it was not “hard, unfeeling and scientific evidence” that convicted him, but 
testimonial evidence, which in his view is not “of the same quality.”  Opp. at 11.  But 
“scientific” evidence cannot introduce itself, as plaintiff seems to argue; it would have to 
be introduced through expert testimony which would be subject to many of the same 
“biases and interpretation” as lay witness testimony.  Id.   

3 Plaintiff’s contention that defendants have gone outside the pleadings is wrong 
and fails to address any of the cases cited by defendants holding that a court may 
consider trial transcripts and other judicial documents on a motion to dismiss.  See 
Mem. at 6 n.3.  And if there were any question on this point (which there is not), this 
Court could on its own initiative convert defendants’ motion to dismiss to a motion for 
summary judgment under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(d).   
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at the scene on the night of the murder.  Clearly, plaintiff’s presence at the 

murder scene is “subsidiary” to the larger implication that he is guilty of murder.   

Second, plaintiff’s claim that he has suffered additional, independent and 

actionable injury by being accused of lewd conduct relies on Anderson v. Liberty 

Lobby, 746 F.2d 1563, 1568 (D.C. Cir. 1984), vacated, 477 U.S. 242 (1986), Opp. at 

17, where the D.C. Circuit rejected the incremental harm doctrine.  In contrast, the 

doctrine has been embraced by the Second Circuit, as plaintiff acknowledges.4  

Plaintiff’s claim that the incremental harm doctrine nonetheless can be raised 

only by an affirmative defense finds no support in the case he cites, Allan v. 

Hartford Courant, 2001 WL 291162 (Conn. Super. Ct. 2001), where the court 

denied plaintiff’s motion to strike but did not address when or how the defense 

should be raised.  As the cases cited by defendants demonstrate, the incremental 

harm doctrine is typically raised by dispositive motion.  Mem. at 16-17.  

Finally, if plaintiff actually had an independent claim for injury from 

statements accusing him of lewd conduct, as he now contends, that claim would 

be barred because defendants were privileged to report the trial testimony 

concerning his admitted masturbation on the night of the murder.  See, e.g. 

Gianetti v. Conn. Newspapers Publ’g Co., 44 A.3d 191 (Conn. App. Ct. 2012) 

(holding that publication of allegedly defamatory material is privileged if the 

publication is a fair abridgement of an official proceeding); Burton v. Am. Lawyer 

Media, Inc., 847 A.2d 1115 (Conn. App. Ct. 2004) (same). 

                                                
4 Plaintiff dismisses the doctrine as not “firmly rooted” in Connecticut because 

only two courts have accepted it, without citing a single case rejecting it!  See Opp. at 
16.   
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Plaintiff simply has no viable claim because the facts he alleges fail to 

demonstrate any appreciable harm caused by a materially false, non-privileged 

fact.   

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, as well as those stated in defendants’ opening 

memorandum of law, plaintiff’s complaint should be dismissed with prejudice in 

its entirety.  

 

Dated February 6, 2013    Respectfully submitted, 

 
           /s/ Cameron Stracher                     
       Cameron Stracher (ct28146) 
       4 North Pasture Rd. 
       Westport, CT 06880 
       Phone/Fax: (203) 222-7169 
       Email: cam@stracherlaw.com 
 
Of Counsel: 

David Schulz 
Levine Sullivan Koch & Schulz 
321 West 44th St., Suite 1000 
New York, NY 10036 
Phone:  (212) 850-6100 
Email:   dschulz@lskslaw.com 
 

Attorneys for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that on February 6, 2013, a copy of the foregoing document was 
filed using the CM/ECF system, which will send notification of such filing to:   
 

Stephen Seeger, Esq. 
810 Bedford Street, Suite #3 
Stamford, CT 06901 
seegerkid2@aol.com 

 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF 

 
      

 
/s/ Cameron Stracher    
Cameron Stracher (ct28146) 
4 North Pasture Rd. 
Westport, CT 06880 
(203) 222-7169 (phone & fax) 
Email: cam@stracherlaw.com 
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